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Founded and headquartered in Bad Homburg, Germany, the ATIS
Group has 200 employees - of which the majority are engineers in five countries across Europe, North America and Asia. Drawing
on a long history of success and experience - 60 years in recording
technology and 15 years in the field of integrated lawful
interception - ATIS is a key technology partner for both the public
and private sectors.
Since its founding, ATIS has always been recognised as a pioneer
in the development and production of recording and monitoring
systems. In the course of its continuous growth, the Company has

Sponsorship
Opportunities
For speaking or sponsorship
opportunities at the ISS World
Tradeshows, please contact
Tatiana Lucas at:
703.734.2639, or send email
to talucas@telestrategies.com

gained a reputation as a reliable partner for law enforcement

For help with booth logistics or

agencies, network operators and network equipment providers.

program management
questions, please contact

www.atis-systems.com

Bernadette Eaton directly at:
703.734.2603, or send email
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WHEN: June 23, 2009
Cobham Surveillance
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(Spectronic Products) in
USA
EST
Grenaa, Denmark is a
SPONSORED BY:
world leading provider of
high-quality covert audio
and video surveillance
WHEN: June 30, 2009
solutions. Our products are
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
exclusively used by law USA EST
SPONSORED BY:
enforcement, the
WHEN: July
intelligence community
1, 2009
and military special
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
operations forces world
USA EST
SPONSORED BY:
wide in their efforts to
combat terrorism and
crime. Besides the
headquarters in Grenaa,
Cobham Surveillance
(Spectronic Products) has
branches in Copenhagen,
Horsens, Canada, Dubai,
Argentina and
Switzerland. Cobham
Surveillance (Spectronic
Products) in Grenaa is one
in eight companies in the
strategic business unit
Cobham Surveillance. The
companies are specialists
within audio- and video
surveillance, tracking &
locating, VIP / force
protection, data / video
links and surveillance
systems. www.spectronic.
com.

CopperEye is a leading
provider of enterprise data
management solutions that
eliminate the economic,
technical and operational
barriers to storing and
accessing massive
volumes of data.
CopperEye's patented
technology enables rapid
data acquisition and
retrieval, simplifying the
management of data
intensive environments
while providing

organizations with the
performance and longterm retention they require
to meet their business and
compliance
objectives. www.copperey
e.com.
Ericsson is shaping the
future of Fixed and Mobile
Broadband
communications through
its continuous technology
leadership. Providing
innovative solutions in
more than 175 countries,
Ericsson is helping to
create the most successful
communication companies
in the world. Ericsson
offers state of the art Data
Retention and Lawful
Interception
Solutions. www.ericsson.c
om.
The ETI Group is a
leading global provider of
integrated LI solutions for
law enforcement and
telecom/internet service
providers. The ETI group
specialises in LI and Data
Retention solutions that
provide future proof and
scalable platforms for
acquiring information
from multiple sources and
ensure compliance with
national and international
standards and
regulations. www.etiglobal
.net.

Gamma International is
proud to present its
EXCLUSIVE FINFISHER
portfolio of IT intrusion
tools at the ISS World
Europe 2009 in Prague.
The FinFisher portfolio is
designed to help
government agencies
remotely access and
monitor a target's
computer covertly. Basic
functionalities include
Skype monitoring, chat
logging, keystroke
recording, and accessing
deleted files. FinFisher is
highly sensitive and only
for sale to authorized
government end-users. For
more information
contact: info@gammagrou
p.com
NiceTrack products and
solutions cover the full
spectrum of the telecom
intelligence process from
interception and
monitoring, to processing,
analysis and dissemination
of telecom interactions for
both telephony and
internet data. The
NiceTrack product line
includes the widest range
of Interception and
Mediation solutions; data
centric and target centric
Monitoring Centers &
Traffic Analysis
solutions.www.nice.com.

Qosmos provides software
and hardware platforms
that extract information
traveling over networks in
real time with unparalleled
precision and depth. The
technology has been
designed for use in critical
applications such as lawful
interception, data retention
and regulatory
compliance. It enables
LEAs, System Integrators,
Equipment Providers and
Software Vendors to
enhance their solutions
with detailed network
intelligence to better
monetize, optimize or
protect networked
information. www.qosmos
.net.
SS8 is a leader in
communications intercept
and a worldwide provider
of regulatory compliant,
electronic intercept and
surveillance solutions.
Headquartered in the heart
of the Silicon Valley in
Milpitas, California, SS8
has a global reach and is
an independent provider of
regulatory-compliant
electronic surveillance
solutions that have been
deployed in over 25
countries for the largest
wire-line, wireless, cable,
VoIP and satellite service
providers. These voice and
data installations can
intercept more than 100
million subscribers, and
serve local, regional and
national law enforcement
and intelligence agencies
worldwide. SS8 products
are sold and supported
both directly and through

OEM
partnerships. www.ss8.co
m.
Telesoft Technologies
products allow intelligence
agencies, system
integrators and service
providers to extract
information from fixed,
2/3G mobile and packet
networks. Our universal
passive probes extract call
content, signalling and
location information for
use by monitoring
applications. Over 250
operators in more than 100
countries use our
equipment ensuring wide
protocol compatibility and
seamless connection of
your applications to real
world
systems. www.telesofttechnologies.com.
ThorpeGlen TMS provides
Data Extraction and
Analysis solutions to Law
Enforcement and National
Security using large data
collectors and a central
intelligence system.
ThorpeGlen's predictive
intelligence capability
discovers new
communication devices
used by criminals and
once new devices are
identified, the TMS will
track the position of that
equipment.www.thorpegle
n.com.

trovicor GmbH is an
independent end-to-end
solution provider. Founded
in 1993 as a business unit
of the world famous
Siemens corporate group,
the company today
employs some 160 experts
in 13 countries. While the
office in Munich addresses
Europe, the Community of
Independent States as well
as both Americas, Dubai
and Islamabad cater for
the Middle East and
Africa, and Kuala Lumpur
for Asia Pacific.
Many and varied
Monitoring Center
solutions, as well as other
intelligence projects
throughout the world, have
given trovicor an in-depth
experience in lawful
interception and
government agency
requirements. www.trovic
or.com.
TruePosition is the world's
leading provider of
location determination and
intelligence solutions for
the safety and national
security markets.
TruePosition provides
high-accuracy location
information for any phone
in any environment,
offering insightful
intelligence and delivering
powerful solutions that
enable private enterprises
and government agencies
to protect people, combat
crime, and save lives like
never
before. www.trueposition.
com.

In business for more than
25 years, Utimaco is a
leading global provider of
data security solutions,
enabling mid- to large-size
organizations to safeguard
their data assets against
intentional or accidental
data loss, and to comply
with privacy laws. Since
1994 Utimaco has been
providing lawful
interception systems for
mobile and fixed network
operators and Internet
service providers. With
more than 130 installations
in 60 countries, Utimaco is
truly a leading supplier in
the worldwide lawful
interception market. In
2008 Utimaco Data
Retention Suite was
introduced in response to
the EU directive
2006/24/EC and on
requests by several
telecom customers for
integrated lawful
interception and data
retention solutions. For
more information
visit www.utimaco.com/li
ms.
Verint's solutions
help communications
service providers , law
enforcement, national
security, and intelligence
agencies neutralize threats
from criminals and
terrorists. The company's
systems generate
actionable intelligence
through the collection,
retention and analysis of
voice, fax, video, email,
Internet and data
transmissions from
multiple communications

networks. Solutions are
designed
for compliance with ETSI,
CALEA and other regional
lawful interception
regulations and
standards.www.verint.com
.
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